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IntroductionThe prevalence blended learning, the inclusion of technology into the traditional face-to-face teaching, was accelerated by the pandemic. The question that we’ve probably all been asking ourselves is have we effectively married the integration of traditional face-to-face learning experiences with an effective online component, which provides flexible and continuous learning.



Background
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The backgroundA problem faced by librarians delivering academic skills training is that we only get one shot to  deliver essential information literacy skills to enable students to acquire knowledge independently. From experience we know that you see the same group in their 3rd year and understandably they have returned to their existing information-seeking strategy. With that in mine we opted for a blended learning approach so there was more opportunity for students to go back to materials throughout the course and consolidate knowledge.



Mapping Skills
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Mapping the SkillsTo help guide the development of resources and ensure we were providing well-structured sessions we mapped the skills required at each level to specific learning requirements and learning outcomes. 



Natio
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National (0fqual)

Sussex (ADQE)

Library (ACRL HE 
Information Literacy)
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We choose to map the skills required to the national standard (ofqual), the Sussex university requirements (ADQE) and to the ACRL’s (Association of College & Research Libraries) Framework for Information Literacy for Higher Education (this was the most helpful one because specific value statements for each level. Mapping helped give our decisions more authority when discussing grading of session with tutors.



Design
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The DesignThe materials were embedded in the students Canvas site (the universities Virtual Learning Environment) a week in advance of the session and then followed up with a webinar. The idea being to introduce the more unfamiliar components such as Boolean operators and academic databases and then follow up with a seminar to support with the synthesis and higher-level learning.We wanted as much as possible to provide material which were accessible to all learners and all bandwidths, so the online part included videos (with subtitles), rather than have a single 15 minute video, we broke the videos down into individual components to keep them concise and so students could focus on the parts which were less familiar (e.g., may already understand phrase searching), written transcripts with graphical representations of some examples and screenshots, 
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quizzes and activities (we know from looking at the research that there are often higher levels of satisfaction, increased engagement and learning when there is an interactive components) and further resources (for any students who wanted to take their learning further than the required content).
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If we look at the sessions designed for 1st year students we covered:Part 1: identify the appropriate search tools for academic study (many students will still be using google to for academic research and struggling with find relevant high quality materials). The activities asked students to compare results for the word Cheating from Google and our catalogue search and evaluate numbers, relevance, quality and ability to filter.Part 2: create an effective search using Library Search (covers Boolean operators and search commands, the activity links out to the library catalogue and get students to practice skills something there is often little time to do in a 50 minute session. This part also covers extracting keywords from publications)Part 3: evaluate the suitability of different resources for your work (asking students to reflect on their sources)Part 4: save and store items on Library Search part 5: reference the materials you find using the Skills Hub(the skills mapping encouraged us to make parts 4 and 5 more prominent)



Seminar
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The SeminarThe majority of the content is supposed to be delivered through the online materials and students always have the option later to return to the materials; the seminar was opportunity to consolidate knowledge. It’s often the case that students grasp the Boolean operators and search commands as individual functions, however, often fall short when combining them into an effective search strategy. The seminars were structured around a particular research question relevant to the subject area where we could work collaboratively to create an effective search strategy; ideally the solutions are provided by the students by using concept checking questions; these session also included short consolidatory activities. It was also an opportunity for students to ask for clarification and examples of the materials covered in the online component. 



Problem
s
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The problemsBlended learning lives or dies on students' self-regulation skills and technological competence as learners are required to carry out their studies independently. The biggest issue we faced were almost always with large groups where the student led seminar was less effective and there was very little engagement from the tutor. In these cases, a majority of the students had not completed the online component and so the seminar ended up being a lecture; often announcements on Canvas sites weren’t made and so students hadn’t known that the materials were a requirement.Although in theory having generic video content should save time overall once you’ve planned, created activities and quizzes, written a transcript and recorded the sessions, edited them and added subtitles and then tweaked and adapted to any specific course requirements and then delivered a tailored seminar it ended up being more time consuming than delivering the standard lecture.



Rewards
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The RewardsWe found that overall it works better to deliver digital skills using and online channel as students were already where they needed to be; deploying the skills required.There was one module in particular where we were able to map the material to the assessment requirements. This allowed us to customise and add content and use specific examples from that module. The tutor engagement gave the sessions a value which they can lack if materials appear unannounced on a Canvas site. The seminars, also attended by the tutor, gave student’s the opportunity to work on their assignment rather than generic practice research questions. The seminar groups sizes were also of a manageable size and two librarians delivered the sessions so that breakout rooms could be used effectively.



Feedbac
k

A quick note to let you know 
that I am marking the essays 
and learning diaries for my 
Local/Global module and the 
benefits of the library session 
are crystal clear. The majority 

of students mention the 
session and the skills you 

taught them in their learning 
diary as a high point and a 
key moment of progress in 
their learning. And I am 

seeing the session pay off in 
their essays: some of them 
have found some really good 
relevant additional literature. 
One of them has even reflected 
explicitly on the difference 
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